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Abstrat
Dynamial and statistial properties of the vortex and passive partile advetion in haoti ows generated by four and sixteen
point vorties are investigated. General transport properties of these ows are found anomalous and exhibit a superdiusive
behavior with typial seond moment exponent µ ∼ 1.75. The origin of this anomaly is traed bak to the presene of oherent
strutures within the ow, the vortex ores and the region far from where vorties are loated. In the viinity of these regions
stikiness is observed and the motion of traers is quasi-ballisti. The haoti nature of the underlying ow ditates the hoie
for thorough analysis of transport properties. Passive traer motion is analyzed by measuring the mutual relative evolution
of two nearby traers. Some traers travel in eah other viinity for relatively large times. This is related to an hidden order
for the traers whih we all jets. Jets are loalized and found in stiky regions. Their struture is analyzed and found to be
formed of a nested sets of jets within jets. The analysis of the jet trapping time statistis shows a quantitative agreement with
the observed transport exponent.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transport phenomena an vary from eletrons in on-
duting materials, pollutants in the oeans or atmosphere
or even data aross the Internet. Typially these phe-
nomena are more often dealing with the transport of
marosopi salar quantities suh as temperature or den-
sity, in other words systems for whih the aess to atual
mirosopi information is beyond reasonable means and
in some regards overwhelming if not useless. One of the
rst major steps towards a proper desription of trans-
port arose with the introdution of Fik's and Fourier's
laws whih desribe respetively the evolution of the den-
sity or heat urrent. Assuming further simpliations
both of these laws lead to the well known heat equation
and the related diusion oeient. The introdution of
the notion of Brownian motion and its assoiated prob-
abilisti desription allowed to link bak this heat equa-
tion to the mirosopi world, whih then is pitured as
a olletion of random walkers. This may be a rather
rude and oversimplied piture of the urrent problems
related to transport, but still today most of this proba-
bilisti spirit remains and in this sense the assumption of
some underlying randomness is often made. On the other
hand, when onsidering dynamial systems, the miro-
sopi quantities are ompletely or almost ompletely
deterministi and typially evolve with time in a ballisti
or aelerated way. As a result there is a strong apparent
dihotomy underlying the diusive or ballisti nature of
transport. This dihotomy being diretly related to the
properties of the underlying dynamis, and in a sense
to whether or not the dynamis preserve or loose mem-
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ory. This diusive or ballisti nature of transport for
a given system is usually inferred by the time evolution
of the seond moment of its harateristi distribution,
namely ∼ t for a diusive regime and ∼ t2 for the bal-
listi one. Nature is however not so redutive and for
numerous systems the behavior ∼ tµ with 0 < µ < 2 or
even more ompliate, is observed: transport is so-alled
anomalous. These anomalous properties result from a
subtle interplay of both the diusive and ballisti be-
haviors and are linked to Levy-type proesses and their
generalizations [1℄-[13℄.
In this paper we address the question of the motion of
a passive traer evolving in an unsteady inompressible
two dimensional ow. The underlying problem is related
to the transport and mixing in uids, or more speially,
geophysial ows [14℄-[20℄. In order to takle this prob-
lem and espeially the anomalous features often observed
in geophysial ows, our approah has been gradual and
the present work follows from a series of papers [21℄-[25℄,
whih onsists of progressive suessive steps of the in-
vestigations of problems of transport in two-dimensional
ows from the dynamial point of view. The approah
originates from the unovering of the phenomenon of
haoti advetion [26℄-[34℄, that desribes the possible
haoti nature of Lagrangian trajetories in a non haoti
veloity eld and hene reets a non-intuitive interplay
between the Eulerian and Lagrangian perspetive. The
rise of haos in these low dimensional systems allows to
onsiderably enhane the mixing properties whih would
have else to rely on moleular diusion. However the non-
uniformity of the phase spae and the presene of islands
of regular motion within the stohasti sea has a onsider-
able impat on the transport properties of suh systems.
The phenomenon of stikiness on the boundaries of the
islands generates strong memory eets as a result of
whih transport beomes anomalous. In this ase the
rise of anomalous transport an be diretly understood
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by the underlying dynamis, and gives the means of a
well dened probabilisti desription [24℄. However, typ-
ial geophysial ows an not in general be onsidered as
low dimensional systems, hene one is tempted onsider
the method of two-dimensional turbulene (i.e as high-
dimensional system from the dynamial stand point) by
introduing some noise term in order to simplify the dy-
namis of traers and obtain dierent properties of this
ad ho noise by omparing analytial estimates with ex-
perimental or numerial results.
The present approah takles these problems from an-
other perspetive, namely a relatively simple model is
hosen and a thorough analysis of the dynamis of tra-
ers is performed. In other words, instead of introduing
noise, we mask our ignorane by simplifying the atual
system from the start and take a pure dynamial per-
spetive of the problem. We believe that we may in this
way shed some light on the kinetis whih atually gov-
ern transport and hene omplement the more traditional
probabilisti desription. To settle for a model we em-
phasize on another peuliarity of two-dimensional tur-
bulent ows, namely the presene of the inverse energy
asade, whih results in the emergene of oherent vor-
ties, dominating the ow dynamis [35℄-[41℄. For these
systems point vorties have been used with some suess
to approximate the dynamis of nite-sized vorties [42℄-
[44℄, as for instane in puntuated Hamiltonian models
[41, 45, 46℄. Moreover, point vorties have been reently
used to desribe exat unstationnary two-dimensional so-
lution of the Navier-Stokes equation [47℄, we may thus
also envision that the haoti motion of the vorties shall
reprodue to some extent the properties of a more realis-
ti ow. It therefore seemed natural to onsider a system
of point vorties as our paradigm.
In the previously mentioned work, the advetion in
systems of three and four point vorties evolving on the
plane has been extensively investigated [21℄-[24℄. Three
point-vortex systems on the plane have the advantage of
being an integrable system and often generate periodi
ows (in o-rotating referene frame)[48℄-[53℄. This last
property allows the use of Poinaré maps to investigate
the phase spae of passive traers whose motion belongs
to the lass of Hamiltonian systems of 3/2 degree of free-
dom. A well-dened stohasti sea lled with various is-
lands of regular motion is observed and among these are
speial islands also known as vortex ores surrounding
eah of the three vorties. Transport in these systems is
found to be anomalous, and the exponent haraterizing
the seond moment exhibit a universal value lose to 3/2,
in agreement with an analysis involving frational kinet-
is [23, 24℄. In this system, the origin of the anomalous
properties and its multi-fratal nature is learly linked to
the existene of islands within the stohasti sea and the
phenomenon of stikiness observed around them [23, 24℄.
The motion of N point vorties on the plane is generi-
ally haoti for N ≥ 4 [54℄-[56℄. The periodiity is then
lost when onsidering a system of four vorties or more,
but snapshots of the system have revealed the ores sur-
rounding vorties are a robust feature [57℄-[58℄, the atual
aessible phase spae is in this sense non uniform and
stikiness around these ores has been observed [25℄. In
order to nd out if these properties remain for a large
number of vorties, as well as if they may be at the ori-
gin of anomalous features of the transport properties of
these systems, a thorough analysis is required.
In the following we investigate the advetion proper-
ties of passive traers in ows generated by respetively
4 and 16 idential vorties. In Setion II, we reall briey
the dynamis of point vorties and of passive traers. In
Setion III the dynamis of the system of 16 vorties is
investigated, basi properties suh as the time-averaged
spatial distribution or minimal inter-vortex distane are
omputed numerially. We observe and desribe a for-
mation of pair and triplet of vorties, obtain statistis of
pairing times in a power law tail, implying nite average
of pairing times as well as strong non trivial memory ef-
fets. The measured pairing-time distribution exponent
proves to be lose to its proposed analytial estimate. In
Setion IV, we onsider the motion of a passive traer
in a four vortex system and develop a new methodology
for studying the relative evolution of two nearby stiky
traers using a notion of haoti jet [59℄. The distri-
bution of trapping times within jets and the assoiated
Lyapunov exponents are omputed. The former exhibit
a power-law tail. Chaoti jets are loated and are di-
retly linked to the stiking behavior of traers, more-
over their struture is analyzed and exhibit a nested set
of jets within jets. The introdution of a geometri
Lyapunov exponent allows to haraterize independently
eah stiky zone. The method is then suessfully applied
to the system of sixteen vorties, leading to a possible
dynamial mehanism of deteting oherent strutures.
In Setion V, we onsider transport properties of the 16
vorties as well as those of the traers in both systems of
4 and 16 vorties. All are found to be anomalous with
harateristi exponent µ ∼ 1.8, in good agreement with
observed trapping times exponent and the kineti theory
disussed in [24℄.
II. VORTEX AND PASSIVE TRACER DYNAM-
ICS
System of point vorties are exat solutions of the two-
dimensional Euler equation
∂Ω
∂t
+ [Ω,Ψ] = 0 (1)
∆Ψ = Ω , (2)
where Ω is the vortiity and Ψ is the stream funtion.
The vorties desribe the dynamis of the singular distri-
bution of vortiity
Ω(z, t) =
N∑
α=1
kαδ (z − zα(t)) , (3)
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where z loates a position in the omplex plane, zα =
xα+iyα is the omplex oordinate of the vortex α, and kα
is its strength, in an ideal inompressible two-dimensional
uid. This system an be desribed by a stream funtion
ating as a Hamiltonian of a system of N interating
partiles (see for instane [60℄), referred to as a system
of N point vorties. The system's evolution writes
kαz˙α = −2i
∂H
∂z¯α
, ˙¯zα = 2i
∂H
∂(kαzα)
, (α = 1, · · · , N),
(4)
where the ouple (kαzα, z¯α) are the onjugate variables
of the Hamiltonian H . The nature of the interation de-
pends on the geometry of the domain oupied by uid.
For the ase of an unbounded plane, the resulting om-
plex veloity eld v(z, t) at position z and time t is given
by the sum of the individual vortex ontributions:
v(z, t) =
1
2πi
N∑
α=1
kα
1
z¯ − z¯α(t)
. (5)
and the Hamiltonian beomes
H = −
1
2π
∑
α>β
kαkβ ln |zα − zβ | ≡ −
1
4π
ln Λ . (6)
The translational and rotational invariane of the Hamil-
tonian H provides for the motion equations (4) three
other onserved quantities, besides the energy,
Q+ iP =
N∑
α=1
kαzα, L
2 =
N∑
α=1
kα|zα|
2. (7)
Among the dierent integrals of motion, there are three
independent rst integrals in involution: H , Q2 + P 2
and L2; onsequently the motion of three vorties on the
innite plane is always integrable and haos arises when
N ≥ 4 [50℄.
On the other hand, the evolution of a traer is given
by the advetion equation
z˙ = v(z, t) (8)
where z(t) represent the position of the traer at time t,
and v(z, t) is the veloity eld (5). For a point vortex sys-
tem, the veloity eld is given by Eq. (5), and equation
(8) an be rewritten in a Hamiltonian form:
z˙ = −2i
∂Ψ
∂z¯
, ˙¯z = 2i
∂Ψ
∂z
(9)
where the stream funtion
Ψ(z, z¯, t) = −
1
2π
4∑
α=1
kα ln |z − zα(t)| (10)
ats as a Hamiltonian. The stream funtion depends on
time through the vortex oordinates zα(t), implying a
non-autonomous system.
In the following we fous on systems with N = 4 and
N = 16 vorties. Due to haoti nature of the evolutions
we rely heavily on numerial simulations. The trajeto-
ries of the vorties as well as those of the passive traers
are integrated numerially using the fth-order simple-
ti sheme desribed in [61℄ and whih has already been
suessfully used in [21, 23, 24, 25℄.
III. 16-VORTEX SYSTEM FEATURES, PAIRING
PROPERTIES AND SOME STATISTICS
A. Desription of the system
We shall start by dening the system of 16 vorties
whih we will use to generate the ow adveting pas-
sive traers. As we evolve from the 4 vortex system
desribed in [25℄ to 16 vorties the phase spae is on-
siderably inreased and due to the long range interation
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Figure 1: Spatial density distribution of the vorties obtained
with one trajetory omputed up to t = 105 (orresponding
to 1.6 106 data points) . Due to vortex indiereniation (per-
mutation symmetry) and the rotation invariane, the density
depends only on r, i.e on the distane from the enter of vor-
tiity, and it is idential for eah individual vortex with the
same r. We notie a bell shaped distribution whih is reminis-
ent of the Lamb-Oseen vortex. Note that the non-uniformity
does not neessarily imply non-ergodiity.
between vorties the energy does not behave as an ex-
tensive variable. However the onstant L2 dened in (7)
seems to sale as r3max, where rmax is the maximum dis-
tane reahed between vorties, provided that the origin
of our systems orresponds to Q+ iP = 0 and the vortex
strengths are all equal and the vorties have approxi-
mately a uniform distribution. In order to keep some o-
herene between the four vortex system and the sixteen
vortex one, we hose to keep the average area oupied by
eah vortex approximatively onstant. The swith from
4 to 16 vorties an then be thought of as inreasing the
3
domain with non-zero vortiity while keeping the vorti-
ity onstant within the path, in other words we hoose
not to onentrate nor to dilute vortiity while inreasing
the number of vorties. In this light we an write that
the area oupied by the vorties is suh that r2max ∼ N ,
and thus L ∼ N3/2, whih leads to L = 64 for N = 16
and is our hoie for L. The initial ondition is hosen
randomly within a disk, we hoose suh a onguration
so that there is no vorties with lose neighborhood to
avoid any possible fored pairing. After that all position
are resaled to math the ondition L = 64. The result-
ing simulation show that the vorties are evolving within
a disk of radius ∼ 4 (see Fig. 1), whih orresponds to
r2max/N ∼ 1. We reall that for the four vortex system
with L = 4, we have r2max/N ∼ 1 too , and that the
expression L ∼ N3/2 is not orret for only four vorties.
We an notie in Fig. 1, that the time averaged spatial
distribution of the point vorties is not uniform, it has
a bell shape whih an remind us of an extended vortex
suh as the Lamb-Oseen one. The stationary distribution
illustrated in Fig. 1 is a time average and in general it an
not be assoiated with an extended stationary solution
of the Euler equation (1). We shall not go into further
details, but this non-uniformity by onentrating vorties
in the enter is likely to lead dierenes between the 4
and 16 vortex system, espeially regarding the minimum
inter-vortex distane and the resulting ore size, whih,
as it will be seen later, are both be muh smaller in the
16 vortex system than in the 4-vortex one.
We now move on to vortex pairing and pairing time
distributions.
B. Minimum distane between vorties, vortex
pairing and triplets
It has been found in [25℄ for a 4-vortex system that the
pairing of vorties dramatially inuenes the trapping of
traers at the periphery of the vortex ores. Namely the
pairing allows the stiky region around the ores to ex-
hange trapped traers, while opening the door for new
traers to be trapped or some to esape. Sine the same
behavior should our with sixteen vorties, we deided
to investigate the pairing behavior of the onsidered 16-
vortex system. For this purpose we arried out a simu-
lation up to t = 105, and heked the behavior of inter-
vortex distanes versus time. The results indiate that
long time vortex pairing exists and one vortex pairing
whih lasts ∆t ∼ 104 is illustrated in Fig. 2. We also no-
tie that during the pairing a triplet (a system of 3 bound
vorties) is formed for about ∆t ∼ 500. The phenomenon
of formations of triplets and pair of vorties onentrates
vortiity in small regions of the plane (see Fig. 3) and
in some sense is reminisent of the inverse energy as-
ade observed in 2D turbulene. Sine no quadruples are
observed, we reall that both systems of 2 or 3 vorties
are integrable, and may hene wonder whether the ob-
servation of triplets and pairs is just pure oinidene or
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Figure 2: Observation of a very long pairing of two vorties:
∆t ≈ 2 104 (upper plot). We notie a bump in the pairing
around t = 4 104. The analysis of this bump reveals the
formation of a triplet of vorties (lower gure) whih lasts
about ∆t ≈ 450, whih is still very large ompared to typial
time sales. In the upper plot the relative distane between
vortex 1 and 6 is plotted versus time, while in the lower plot
we added also the relative distane between vortex 1 and 16
(dashed line) for the time-length of the observed bump.
that the long memory eets assoiated with stikiness
are intimately linked to this type of behavior. Namely,
for passive traers in the three vortex systems, the phe-
nomenon of stikiness is assoiated with traers that stay
a long time in the viinity of a island and mimi the
regular trajetory of traers trapped within the island.
This notion was somewhat extended in [25℄, where the
pairing behavior in the 4-vortex system was desribed as
a stiking phenomenon to an objet of lesser dimension
than the whole phase spae. However we speak about
the pairing in the 4-vortex system as a redution to an
integrable 3-vortex system. It is therefore tempting to
generalize this behavior as a stiking phenomenon to an
objet of lesser dimension than the atual phase spae,
but with some onstraints. The subspae is reahed by
generating subsystems whih integrability is a good ap-
proximate for a fairly long time. In this light, stikiness
4
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Figure 3: In this gure the relative positions of the vorties
involved in the pairing, orresponding to Fig. 2, are plot. The
upper plot shows the position of vortex 6 relative to vortex
1 versus time. The lower plot shows the positions of vortex
1, 6, 16 relative to their enter of vortiity. In both ases we
notie that the spae oupied by the system has a typial
radius of around 0.2 whih is to be ompared to an average
area oupied by eah vorties of ∼ 1 .
would put some ondition on the atual struture of po-
tential lusters of vorties, for instane quadruples would
be possible to enounter only if two out of the four vor-
ties are involved in a pairing on a smaller sale, giving
rise to a triplet on a larger sale. However we have not
onrmed nor inrmed this senario with the system of
16 vorties, and hene shall keep for now the simpler
generalized notion of stikiness dened in [25, 62, 66℄. In
any ase, both the triplet and pairing events desribed
in Fig. 2 orrespond to a stiking behavior, as the sys-
tem remains a long time on a given subset of the phase
spae. For omparison we mention that a typial time of
an eddy turnover used in [16℄, orresponds to a time of
order ∆t ∼ 1− 5.
Finally by deteting the pairing of vorties we were, at
the same time, able to measure the minimum distane
between vorties. It was suggested in [57℄ that the mini-
mum distane an be a pretty good indiator of the dou-
ble of the size of the vortex ores surrounding the vorties
[24, 25℄. We found out that min(rij) ≈ 0.13 whih im-
plies that the ore radius estimate r, given by a half of
the minimum of the inter-vortex distane should be of
the order r ∼ 0.065.
C. Paring time statistis
In the previously mentioned works [23, 24℄, it has been
shown that the stikiness, providing long oherent mo-
tion, leads to anomalous transport properties and dis-
tributions with power law tails. We will show how the
vortex pairing is related to the stikiness phenomenon
and how it inuenes on the motion of passive traers.
Following the methodology and the results presented for
4 vorties in [25℄, we onsider statistial data on pairing
times for the 16-vortex system, using the previously run
simulation of vortex motion up to time t = 105. The de-
tetion of pairing events is obtained with the same teh-
nique diretly inspired from Fig. 2: a pairing ours if for
a given length of time two vorties stay lose together.
The results obtained for the four vortex system were in-
dependent on the arbitrary utos hosen to haraterize
a pairing event, hene we hose the arbitrary time length
to be δt = 5 (this value does not aet the behavior of
large pairing time), and the distane from one vortex to
another is suh that rij = |zi − zj| ≤ 1. To gather the
statistis we proeed as was done in [25℄ and omputed
the the integrated probability N(τ) of pairings that last
longer than a time τ
N(τ) = N(T > τ) ∼
∫
∞
τ
ρ(T )dT , (11)
where ρ(T )dT is the probability density of an event to
last a time T . The results are shown in Fig. 4. The
analysis of the distribution tail gives a power-law deay
of N(τ) ∼ τ−γp+1 with the pairing exponent γp ∼ 2.68±
0.1 that onrms the non-negligible ourrene of long
lasting pairings. The behavior of the probability density
of pairing ρ(τ) lasting a time τ , is obtained from Eq. (11)
ρ(τ) ∼
dN
dτ
∼
1
tγp
. (12)
This behavior provides a nite mean pairing time, but
the seond moment is innite if the value of γp an be
extrapolated. As suggested in the next setion, pairing
leads to one of the many form of stikiness, hene the
pairing-times are to link to the trapping time within a
stiky domain of phase spae and parameters.
In the following subsetion, we provide an estimate of
γp .
D. Pairing exponent
The main idea used to estimate the value of the paring
exponent γp follows the results presented in Refs.[67℄ and
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Figure 4: Distribution of integrated pairing times (see deni-
tion (11)) for the system of 16 vorties. We notie an algebrai
time deay N ∼ τ−γp+1 with γp ≈ 2.68.
[24℄. The idea revolves around the presene of an island of
stability leading to ballisti or aelerator modes within
the island. These islands appear in the stohasti sea as
a result of a paraboli bifuration [63℄ and orrespond to
the so-alled tangled islands [64℄. This is fairly general
and it is reasonable to link the stiky phenomenon of
vortex-pairing to the rise of an island in the stohasti
sea, i.e the formation of virtual potential well for the
dynamis of a pair of vorties. Another way to validate
this point of view omes from the pair perspetive. While
the pair exists an integrable system is formed whih is
perturbed by the ow generated by other vorties. To
deal with the problem we use the general form of eetive
Hamiltonian proposed in [63℄ (see also [67℄and [66℄):
Heff = b(∆P )
2 − a∆Q− V3(∆Q) , (13)
where ∆P and ∆Q are respetively generalized momen-
tum and generalized oordinate of the pair of vorties,
the interation potential V3 is a third order polynomial
and a, b are onstants. The higher order terms in ∆Q
an be negleted for the eetive Hamiltonian.
Let us assume that the pairing orresponds to the o-
urrene of an island in the stohasti sea and that ee-
tive regular trajetories of the pair an be desribed by
Heff given in (13). This island has an ellipti point ξe =
(Pe, Qe). Sine the island has a nite size, a typial tra-
jetory ξ = (P,Q), loated within the island orresponds
to periodi or quasiperiodi dynamis and an be har-
aterized by its relative oordinates (∆Q,∆P ) = ξ − ξe.
When the boundary of the island is reahed, the values of
the generalized oordinates ξ∗ = (P ∗(t), Q∗(t)) are suh
that the trajetory an aess the whole stohasti sea,
but annot enter the island (the generalized phase spae
is two-dimensional).
The following steps are fairly formal (see also [66℄ and
[24℄). Let us onsider a trajetory whih is lose to
the island's edge, whih we monitor by the oordinates
(δP, δQ) = ξ − ξ∗. A small perturbation is then likely to
allow the trajetory to esape from the island viinity
and onsequently to destroy the vortex pair. The phase
volume of the esaping trajetory writes:
δΓ = δPδQ , (14)
where δP , δQ are the values of the esaping trajetory.
Sine the trajetory is lose to the islands edge (inexion
point), we an estimate from Eq.(13)
δP ∼ δQ
3
2 , (15)
where we have assumed V3(Q) ∼ Q
3
. Using this last
expression (15), we obtain for (14)
δΓ = δQ
3
2 δQ ∼ δQ
5
2 . (16)
Due to the periodi or quasiperiodi nature of the tra-
jetories within the island, any stiking trajetory (in
its neighborhood) experienes a ballisti type behavior,
whih translates into δQ ∼ t, i.e
δΓ ∼ t
5
2 . (17)
The probability density to esape the island viinity after
being in its neighborhood for a time t (i.e time-length of
the pairing) within an interval dt is then
ρ(t) ∝
1
δΓ(t)
∼ t−
5
2 , (18)
this results gives us diretly the estimate of the exponent
γp ≈ 5/2, whih is very lose to the observed value 2.7±
0.1.
This estimate is not rigorous and essentially based on
phenomenologial grounds, however we believe it pro-
vides a good insight on the origin of dierent harater-
isti exponents of trapping time distributions. We now
remind the reader that for the 4-vortex system the value
observed in [25℄ for harateristi exponent was γp ≈ 7/2.
This value was explained in a very similar way as what
has just been developed before but one more generalized
spatial oordinates was introdued. A 4-vortex system is
non generi. Indeed as a pair is formed, the whole sys-
tem beomes a quasi 3-vortex system, the pair ating as
one vortex with inreased strength, hene the remaining
system is itself integrable. In this light, when swithing
to the idealized generalized variables (P,Q), we should
onsider more degrees of freedom to desribe the pair of
vorties, namely
Heff = c1(∆P1)
2 + c2(∆P2)
2 + V3(∆Q1,∆Q2) . (19)
The Hamiltonian (19) is in general non-integral, and the
appearane of an island of stability adds an additional
onstraint or integral of motion to the system governed
by (19). Taking this onstraint into aount the Hamil-
tonian (19) an be transformed into
Heff = c(∆P )
2 + V3(∆Q1,∆Q2) , (20)
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where ∆P is a new (olletive) momentum. The orre-
sponding phase volume of the esaping trajetories gives
in analogy to (14):
δΓ = δPδQ1δQ2 ∼ δQ
5/2, } (Q ∼ δQ1,2) (21)
This leads to the estimate of γp ≈ 7/2, in ontrary to Eq.
(18) with γp ≈ 5/2. Note that the extra spatial gener-
alized oordinate introdued in [25℄, an also be thought
as a onsequene of having two dierent oexisting quasi-
integrable subsystem desribed by dierent ations, but
however linked as they annot live without one-another.
We have now a suient knowledge of the dynamis
of the vortex systems, and move on to the behavior of
passive traers generated by these ows.
IV. JETS
A. Denitions
As it was previously mentioned, the motion of point
vorties is haoti for both systems of four or sixteen
vorties but the use of Poinare maps in these ases is
impossible in ontrary to [21, 23, 24℄. To investigate the
anomalous transport properties from the rst priniples
it is ruial to dene a proper diagnosti whih will be
able to apture some singular properties of the dynamis
that are lues of the origin of the anomalous transport of
passive traers.
For the system of 4 point vorties, suessive snapshots
have shown that passive traers an stik on the bound-
aries of ores and jump from one ore to another ore
or esape from the ore due to their perturbations. The
fat that a traer is able to esape from a ore means that
the surrounding regions of the ores are onneted to the
region of strong haos. The results presented in [25℄ in-
diate that these regions mix poorly with the region of
strong haos. One way to trak this phenomenon is to use
Finite-Time Lyapunov exponents (FTLE) and to elimi-
nate domains of small values of the FTLE [58, 69, 70℄.
One these exponents are measured from traers' traje-
tories whose initial onditions are overing the plane, a
salar eld distributed within the spae of initial on-
ditions is obtained and the two dimensional plot of the
salar eld reveals regions of vanishing FTLE, namely
the ores surrounding the vorties and the far eld re-
gion. The ores are thus regions of small FTLE, mean-
ing that two nearby trajetories are bound together for
long times, and this despite the ore's haoti motion.
These properties reveal typially a sharp hange of the
traers dynamis as it rosses from the region of strong
haos to the ore. This property is diretly linked to the
method desribed in in [68℄, whih determines from a La-
grangian perspetive the border of oherent strutures in
a turbulent ow. Namely, the method onsists in om-
puting a salar eld (typially FTLE's) and extrat the
oherent strutures by nding the spatial extrema of this
salar eld. The diulties with these types of approah
resides in the denition of the Lyapunov exponent
σL = lim
r(0)→0
lim
τ→∞
1
τ
ln
r(τ)
r0
, (22)
where r0 is the initial separation between two nearby tra-
jetories and r(τ) is the separation at time τ . Indeed, the
denition (22) introdues an arbitrary hoie of two free
parameters when omputing FTLE, namely the initial
separation between two dierent trajetories r0 and the
time interval τ within whih they are omputed. More-
over FTLE are not unique for a given trajetory whih
indues also a dependene on initial onditions x0, as well
as time if the system is not autonomous. In the following
we shall note FTLE as σL, but shall keep in mind that
σL = σL(τ, r0, x0, t).
One problem that may arise when omputing these ex-
ponents is related to the behavior of r(t). For instane in
the ase of a system of four idential point vorties, the
motion of traers is more or less onned within a nite
sized region and r(t) has an upper boundary R(t) whih
may be dependent on time if radial diusion ours, and
no matter what initial distane r0 and initial position x0,
σL → 0 as τ → ∞. This example is rather extreme and
exaggerated as the results presented in [58℄ are able to
apture the struture of the spae of initial onditions,
but we believe it illustrates learly one problem enoun-
tered when using FTLE, namely that r(t) is dependent
on possible sales of the physial nature of the system. It
is likely that r(t) is not always smooth growing funtion
of time on the sale of an arbitrary time τ and jumps
between dierent spatial sales with a potential physi-
al meaning whih may get averaged with time. We an
antiipate that this may be espeially the ase when dif-
ferent regions of small (if not zero) Lyapunov exponents
are present in the system.
In the previous disussion it appears that FTLE are
overall giving us good results in deteting oherent stru-
tures and regions of low haos, but may also hide by av-
eraging out a useful information as a result of a lak of
apturing spei sales. In the following we propose an
alternative diagnosti whih is greatly inspired from typ-
ial FTLE but has the advantage of learing out some
of its shortomings. Namely, FTLE is a straightforward
approximation of the denition (22) of the Lyapunov ex-
ponent whih is is inherently nonloal. In other words
a Lyapunov exponent measures the averaged exponen-
tial divergene of two nearby trajetories, and assuming
the system is ergodi it measures a degree of haotiity
of the whole dynamis of the onsidered system. This
non-loality property may reate serious diulties in the
interpretation of the results when the trunated hara-
teristis of the dynamis has been used while for the on-
sidered time interval the ergodi theorem may not work
(see more disussion in [[59℄).
One possible way to irumvent this problem an be
identied by the following remarks. We are most of the
time dealing with only a nite portion of a trajetory (-
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Figure 5: A traer and a ghost are used to dene a jet.
nite time) and only have a nite spatial resolution of these
piees of trajetories whih is typially muh smaller than
the atual sales we are interested in. In this more pra-
tial situation, we are faing a oarse grained phase
spae, and eah point is atually a ball from whih in-
nitely many real trajetories an depart. Given this
fats we an imagine that two nearby real trajetories di-
verge exponentially for a while but then get loser again
without atually leaving the ball, a proess whih may
happen over and over in the ase of stikiness. From the
oarse grained perspetive those two real trajetories
are idential. We then an infer that there exists bunh
of nearby trajetories whih may remain within the ball
for a given time, giving rise to what is alled a jet [59℄,
and an be understood as a region of regular motion for
our sale of interest. We are then mostly interested on
the haoti properties of the system from the ball sale
and up and dismay any haoti motion whih may our
within the jet. The stikiness to a randomly moving and
not well determined in phase spae oherent struture
imposes existene of jets, while the opposite may not be
the ase.
To atually measure the jets properties of the system,
we use the following strategy. Let us onsider a given
trajetory r(t) evolving within the phase spae. For eah
instant t, we onsider a ball B(r(t), δ) of radius δ entered
on our referene trajetory. We then start a number of
trajetories within the ball at a given time, and measure
the time it atually takes them to esape the ball. De-
pending on how fast trajetories are esaping the ball we
should then be able to identify if the referene trajetory
is moving within a regular jet or is in a region of strong
haos.
B. Statistial Results
From the numerial point of view we rst onsider the
veloity eld generated by the haoti motion of four
point vorties and proeed as follows: given an initial
ondition of a traer, two ghost partiles are plaed in
its neighborhood, at a distane ǫ = 10−6 , more spei-
ally we plaed one ghost along the traer speed and the
other one on the orthogonal diretion, but this position-
ing should not aet the results. Then for eah of the
ghost partiles, one eah reahes a distane δ = 0.03
(the radius of our ball) from the traer, the time interval
∆t and the distane traveled ∆s are reorded. For sim-
pliity two new ghost partiles are plaed within the ball
one both have esaped, while the old ones are disarded.
One of the main diulties in using this type of diagnos-
ti relies in the fat that data aquisition is a priori not
linear in time nor spae and neessitates a areful hoie
for the values of ǫ and δ. Note that the value hosen for
δ is small even ompared to the minimum inter-vortex
distane. However, using the denition (22) we an om-
pute a dierent type of FTLE, whih we dene as follows:
σL =
1
∆t
ln
δ
ǫ
, σD =
1
∆s
ln
δ
ǫ
, (23)
where ontrary to the typial denitions the value of the
logarithm is xed and ∆t or ∆s are the variables. These
exponent are very similar to the notion of Finite Size
Lyapunov Exponent (FSLE) onsidered in [71℄, however
we do not perform averages over dierent sales and keep
the whole distribution funtion. We omputed these ex-
ponents for the ow generated by four vorties, with the
same initial ondition as the one used in [25℄. The data
are obtained using the trajetories of 4 dierent traers
initially plaed in the region of strong haos and adveted
by the haoti ow generated by the motion of the 4 point
vorties of equal strength. The time of the simulation
is 5.106, the time step is 0.05, whih leads to statistis
omputed using ∼ 3.105 data points. The results of the
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Figure 6: Distribution of time Lyapunov exponents σL (see
Eq. (23)). We notie an exponential deay for high exponents.
ρ(σL) ∼ exp(−σL/σL0) with σL0 ≈ 0.4. We an notie a min-
imum around σL ≈ 0.05. The observed aumulation near 0
results from the existene of long lived jets. The loal mini-
mum gives an estimate of the minimum typial time interval
orresponding to a jet: ∆tmin ≈ 206. Data are obtained with
4 dierent trajetories omputed up to t = 5.106 leading to
328.220 reords.
measured σL are illustrated in Fig. 6. One an notie in
this plot two dierent types of behavior.
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First, the large FTLE deay exponentially with a har-
ateristi exponent σL0 ≈ 0.4, whih is not a surprise
sine the speed of traers is bounded. Hene even if the
traer and the ghost are going in opposite diretion, it
will always take them a nite time to esape from the
ball, thus an expeted maximum value for σL. Regard-
ing the exponential deay behavior before reahing this
maximum value, we an suspet it is diretly related to
the way the data is aquired; indeed we remind the reader
that the aquisition is a priori nonlinear in time, and that
we are in fat measuring esape times from a given mov-
ing region of the phase spae, and sine this behavior is
related to the large FTLE's, we are just observing the
exponential growth of the oarse grained volume.
The seond behavior is, from the point of view of
anomalous transport, more interesting. The loal min-
imum for small FTLE an be seen in the probability
density of σL as a rossover from the errati haoti mo-
tion of traer within the haoti region, to its motion
within a quasi-regular jet. Indeed if the traer is within
jet, the ghosts are nevertheless expeted to esape from
the traers viinity but with trapping times exhibiting a
power-law deay, therefore if the passive traer is evolv-
ing within a jet for a long time, we should expet an
aumulations of events orresponding to ghosts leaving
the surrounding ball. This hypothesis is onrmed in
Fig. 7, where the distribution of trapping times is plot-
ted. The log-log plot learly shows the power-law deay
of the trapping times, with typial exponent γ = 2.82.
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Figure 7: Tail of the distribution of time intervals ∆t. We
notie a power-law deay, with some osillations. Typial ex-
ponent is ρ(t) ∼ t−γ with γ ≈ 2.823. Data is obtained with
4 dierent trajetories omputed up to t = 5.106 leading to
328.220 reords.
We shall now disuss the reason why another Lyapunov
exponent σD was introdued in (23) . By its denition σD
measures how muh two trajetories diverge depending
on how muh we travel along them, it is then inherently
time independent and an be seen as a pure geometri
property of a trajetory or, from another point of view,
time is loally resaled depending on the loal speed, so
that the speed along the trajetory is onstant and equal
to one. The plot of the distribution of σD gives the same
piture as the one obtained for σL in Fig. 6, with an ex-
ponential deay and a a loal minimum σD∗ ∼ 0.03 near
zero, whih also an be used as a riterion for identify-
ing a oherent jet. We may argue that sine the speed
is bounded and almost everywhere non zero, the use of
σD is redundant and therefore futile. Nevertheless from
a pratial point of view, the interval of possible speed is
rather large; for instane in the ase of the 4 vortex sys-
tem, the ore has a typial radius of 0.2 while the outer
region orresponds to radii of around 4, we an thus ex-
pet an order of magnitude between the dierent speeds
within the region of strong haos and the outer region,
moreover we an expet an inrease of the range as we
inrease the number of vorties. It then beomes obvious
that by measuring σL we are biased towards jets our-
ring in the outer region, while by using σD these dynam-
ial dierenes are erased and only the atual topology
of the viinity of a trajetory matters. Hene when us-
ing σD∗ to haraterize a jet in a small simulation we
obtained for the distribution of harateristi speeds the
histogram plotted in Fig. 8 , where it learly shows that
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Figure 8: Distribution of the averaged speed of the traer, for
the data orresponding to σD < 0.03. We notie two regimes,
the regime of fast speed orresponds to stikiness to the ore.
Note that if instead we use σL as a referene most of the fast
partiles lie after the loal minimum in the distribution and
mostly only one regime seems to be present.
atual fast jets exists, while if we had used only σL only a
few fast jets are deteted. In this light it seems that σD∗
is a good andidate to identify a jet, while its averaged
speed σL/σD gives a more rened idea on the nature of
the jet.
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C. Jets pitures
Given the previous results we shall now have a loser
look at those jets. Namely, in the previous setions we
dened what we onsidered a jet, omputed statistis on
them and were able with the results to obtain a threshold
for whih a jet an be onsidered regular. We just then
have to put these results in appliation. Let us initialize a
traer in the region of strong haos, but not in the viinity
of any vortex to avoid any trapping within a ore. We
an let the traer evolve with its two ghosts nearby, one
the threshold given by σD∗ is reahed (ghosts are still
within the ball for a given length traveled) we know that
the measured σD will be suh that σD < σ
∗
D, hene we
are urrently within what we onsidered a regular jet, we
then just have to reord the position of the traer and
vorties until ghosts have esaped. In this way we are
able to loate the traer for given length of time while
it evolves within the jet. In fat we shall be even more
piky, namely we know from Fig. 8, that the majority
of jets orrespond to slow motion, whih when plotted
orresponds to the traer being in the far eld region
and simply rotating around the enter of vortiity, hene
to avoid reording the position of these events we an
also use the averaged speed σL/σD and reord only the
jets orresponding to fast motion.
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Figure 9: Plots of relative distane for an identied jet within
the strong haos area whose∆t ≈ 560. Plots a,b,: distanes
between the passive traer and respetively vortex 3,4,1 versus
time (the traer is referred as partile 5). Plot d, distane
between vortex 3 and 4 versus time. We notie that for this
jet the passive traer stiks to vortex ores. It an jump from
ore to ore as vortex are pairing but is always stiking to one
ore.
The analysis of the portion of a deteted single fast
jet is illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. This jet orresponds
to a trapping time of the ghosts ∆t ≈ 560. Sine we
suspeted that a jet would be loated within the stiky
zones surrounding the vortex ores, we plotted in Fig.
9 (a), (b), and () the distanes between the traer and
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Figure 10: Plots of traer's positions for dierent times for
an identied jet within the strong haos area whose∆t ≈
560. Plot a, position in the absolute referene frame (it looks
random!). Plot b, relative position of the traer with respet
to vortex 3 (see Fig. 9), we observe the stiking habits of the
traer. Plot , relative position of the traer with respet to
the pair formed by vortex 3 and 4, during the pairing (153 <
t < 205, see Fig. 9). Plot d, relative position of the ghost
with respet to the traer during the rst part of the jet when
traer is stiking to vortex 1.
the vorties versus time, and it is rather lear that the
traer is always in the viinity of a vortex during the
jet, moreover we also notie that during its evolution the
traer jumps from one vortex to another: rst the traer
was lose to vortex 1, then it jumps to the vortex 3, then
to vortex 4 and bak to vortex 3. This results is onsistent
with the observations made in [25℄ that the stiky zone
is the reunion of the surrounding of all vorties. The
possibility of the formation of a pair of two bound vorties
as well as the role of these pairings allowing traers to
jump between vorties as well as trapping (freeing) them
within (from) stiking zones desribed in [25℄, lead us to
assume that a pairing was the ause of the odd behavior
of the traer. This origin is onrmed in Fig 9 (d), the
distane between the two onerned vorties is plotted
and a pairing of the two vorties is observed for the time
interval 150 < t < 200.
In Fig. 10, the atual history of the jets is plotted in
various referene frames. In the rst gure 10 (a), we just
plotted the absolute position of the traer while it evolves
in the jet, whih learly exhibits the diulty of seeing
any order. In the seond gure 10 (b) the position of the
traer is plotted in the referene frame whih is moving
with vortex 3 (The one with whom the traers spends
most of its time as seen in Fig. 9 (a)), and the stiking
behavior of the traer during the jets beomes more lear.
In 10 (), we plotted the position of the traer during the
pairing of the vorties 3-4 observed in Fig 9 (d) in the
referene frame whose origin is the enter of vortiity of
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the pair and whih rotates suh that the vorties are stuk
osillating in the x-diretion. The double jump from one
vortex bak and forth and the exhange between ores is
hene illustrated.
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Figure 11: Distane between the traer and vorties for a
oherent jets deteted in the system of 16 vorties. In the
upper plot the distane relative to vortex 2 is plotted, while on
the bottom there are the relative distanes to all vorties. We
notie towards the end of the jet that while the utuations of
r2 inrease a pairing ours between vortex 2 and another one.
This is illustrated by the presene of another vortex nearby
the traer at the end of the jet.
These visualization of the loation of the jets have
onrmed the results already illustrated in [25℄ that the
boundaries of the ore exhibit the stikiness. However we
would like to emphasize on the fat that in the present
ase, this property of the system has been diagnosed with
the use of oherent jets, in other word by analyzing the
relative evolution of two nearby trajetories within a spe-
i sale (phase spae ball). In this sense the method
used is rather general, while in [25℄ a more detailed knowl-
edge of the system was neessary to apture its hidden
order. To test even further the method, we deided to
apply it to the system of 16 vorties onsidered in se-
tion III. Given the previously obtained threshold for 4
vorties, we skipped the analysis of the distributions of
σL, σD, and used the similar values to attempt the de-
tetion of a fast jet in the ow generated by 16 vorties.
A jet is eetively deteted and is illustrated in Fig. 11,
meaning that the method is relatively robust sine in this
16 vortex system the ores are muh smaller. In this last
gure we an notie that a pairing between two vorties
is the ause of the end of the jet, but this may not be the
real end of the jet; both ghosts have esaped but they
may have jumped on the other ore, while the traer is
still stiking or vie versa, hene we shall propose in a
following paragraph some possible enhanements to the
urrently employed method. Besides this, we also get
from Fig. 11 the atual size of the ore , whih is typi-
ally r ∼ 0.044 and is within a reasonable range from the
estimate given by half the minimum distane reahed be-
tween vorties min(rij)/2 ∼ 0.06, a fat whih was also
observed for 3 and 4-vortex systems [24, 25℄.
In the next setion we will onsider a little further the
notion of the jets as oherent struture.
D. Jets struture analysis
In the previous setion we were able to haraterize
that a given traer was evolving within what we alled
a jet, one a given threshold σ∗D for the measured σD
was reahed, and then able to visualize the jet by reord-
ing the traer's position. In the meantime, why not also
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Figure 12: Relative evolution of a ghost within a long lived
jets loated in the far eld region of the ow generated by four
vorties. The lower plot is a entered zoom of the upper one
(see the sales). The distribution within the jets is learly not
uniform suggesting a possible order organized as matroshkas
(a nested set of jets with inreasing radii).
reord the positions of the ghosts, we should be then able
to gather some information about the inner struture of
the jet while pratially it should inur a very little nu-
merial overload besides maybe the need for more storage
spae.
A rst plot of the evolution of a relative ghost position
with respet to the traer's position is plotted in Fig 10
(d), where we only onsidered the rst portion of the jet,
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when the traer is stiking to vortex 1. One an see some
struture or skeleton within the ball. In order to onrm
this possibility we looked for a longer lived jet, whih for
the 4 vortex ase was easier to nd in the far eld re-
gion. Plots of suh a long lived jet are presented in Fig.
12, where we eetively see a ne struture within the
jet, whih seems to be formed of a hierarhy of irular
(tubular) jets within jets. Wondering if these features
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Figure 13: Jet struture for a long lived jet loated in the
region of strong haos for a system of 16 vorties. The lower
gure is a zoom of the upper one orresponding to a magni-
ation of an order of magnitude. The olors are haraterizing
dierent moments of the life of the jet orresponding to ap-
proximatively equal time intervals. They hronogially range
as yan<blue<green<red<magenta. We see a similar stru-
ture of jets within jets as observed in Fig. 12, and ghosts
spiraling bak and forth between them.
were general or spei to these 4 vortex systems, we
deided to onsider the fast jet illustrated in Fig.11 and
hek its struture. The results are plotted in Fig. 13,
where the relative position of the ghost is olored dier-
ently for dierent time periods of the life of the jets. We
an see that eetively the nested set of jets within jets
remains, and that the ghosts is also spiraling bak and
forth in between. This gure is also informative in the
sense that we atually see the ghost going bak very lose
to the traer. In other words, the area haraterized by
the green points in Fig. 13 does not orrespond to the
beginning of the jet and therefore is not an artifat of
having initially plaed the ghost in the viinity of the
traer.
We shall lose this subsetion with a nal remark on
this matroshka struture of the jets. Namely, this
nested struture suggests that for eah identied jet we
an dene a suite (rn), suh that rn is a dereasing fun-
tion of n with rn → 0 and n→∞ and r0 is for instane
determined by the largest tube (jet) seen in Fig. 12 or
Fig. 13. To eah subjet n we an assign a distribution of
trapping time ρn(τ) as well as a transit time tn (or a dis-
tribution) assoiated with the traer spiraling from one
subjet n to one of its two neighbors n−1 or n+1. In this
light depending on the transport properties of the whole
system are likely to depend of the distributions ρn(τ)
and the ratio rn/rn+1, and for instane if we have in the
limit n → ∞ both rn/rn+1 → r∞ and ρn(τ) → ρ∞(τ),
the FSLE beome eetively independent of sale within
the jet. This hierarhial struture is also reminisent
of the disrete renormalization group, and hene we an
speulate that log-periodi osillation desribed in [72℄
may be observed.
V. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
A. Denitions
For the onsidered ase, all vorties have positive
strength and therefore are moving within a nite domain.
It is important to dene what quantities will be mea-
sured to haraterize the transport properties of the sys-
tem. There has been evidene in [58℄ of radial diusion,
but the diusion oeient D is vanishing as R → ∞
with typial behavior D ∼ 1/R6. In the ase of more
than four vorties we an still expet a similar type of
behavior. However the far eld region is of little inter-
est when one want to address the transport properties of
typial geophysial ows sine the most relevant is the
region being aessible to the vorties, i.e also alled the
region of strong haos. In fat the same problem was
faed when onsidering system of three point vorties.
For these partiular systems the vortex motion is inte-
grable, whih has for onsequene to restrit the aes-
sible domain of traers within a nite region surrounded
by a KAM urve. The way around this problem was
then to measure how many times a traer rotates around
the origin, in other words measure the diusion along an
angular diretion. However even though suitable, this
solution may fae some ritiisms due to the singularity
present at the origin. In this artile we onsider traer
transport in the way already used with some suess in
[24℄. Namely the arlength s(t) of the path traveled by
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an individual traer up to a time t, whih writes
si(t) =
∫ t
0
vi(t
′)dt′ , (24)
where vi(t
′) is the absolute speed of the partile i at time
t′. One advantage of this quantity is that it is indepen-
dent of the oordinate system and as suh we an expet
to infer intrinsi properties of the dynamis. The main
observable harateristis will be moments of the distane
s(t) dened in (24):
Mq = 〈|si(t)− 〈si(t)〉|
q〉 , (25)
where i orresponds either to the i-th vortex or a traer
in the eld of 4 or 16 vorties. The averaging operator
〈· · · 〉 needs a speial omment. Expeting anomalous
transport one should be ready to have innite moments
starting from q ≥ q0. Partiularly it an be q0 = 2. The
value of q will vary from 0 to 8. To avoid any diulty
with innite moments we onsider trunated distribution
funtion
ρtr (si) = 0 , si > s
∗
i . (26)
The ondition (26) was disussed in details in [73℄ to sat-
isfy the physial restrition of a nite veloity. This on-
dition put some onstraints on the maximum value q∗ of
q orresponding to the maximum time t∗, beyond whih
the moments are basially monitoring the population of
almost ballisti trajetories.
Up to the mentioned onstraints, we will always on-
sider the operation of averaging to be performed over
trunated distributions. In this perspetive all moments
are nite and one an expet
Mq = 〈|si(t)− 〈si(t)〉|
q〉 ∼ Dqt
µ(q) , (27)
with, generally, µ(q) 6= q/2 as one would expet from nor-
mal diusion. The nonlinear dependene of µ(q) means
multifratality of the transport. Some authors use the no-
tion of weak (µ(q) = const·q) and strong (µ(q) 6= const·q)
anomalous diusion [69, 70℄ or strong and weak self-
similarity [74℄. For more information on the appearane
of multi-fratal kinetis and related transport see [75, 76℄.
B. Vortex transport properties in 16 vortex sys-
tem
Due to the low dimensionality of a system of 4 point
vorties, no typial transport behavior has been mea-
sured, but there is an analysis of the phase spae topology
and Poinare setions [25℄. The results for 16 vorties
were omputed by using a number of dierent equiva-
lent initial onditions. Suh dierent trajetories were
obtained by letting a given initial ondition evolve and
reord the positions of the vorties at dierent times with
a given auray (typially 10−5), while making sure no
vorties were initially involved in pairings. The strong
haotiity of the system leads very rapidly to dierent
trajetories while this hoie of initial onditions let us
keep the onstant of motions within a relative small error.
The transport properties are then obtained by averaging
over all vorties as well as over dierent sets of traje-
tories that orrespond to our spei arbitrary hoie of
the onstants of motion. The results are presented in
Fig. 14 , where the exponent haraterizing the long
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Figure 14: Large-time behavior for the dierent moments
〈|s(t)− < s(t) > |q >∼ tµ(q) for the ow of 16 point vorties,
with µ(2) ≈ 1.80 orresponding to a superdiusive regime.
time power law behavior of dierent moments is plotted
versus moment order. The atual value of the seond mo-
ment whih is typially used to haraterize the transport
properties, is measured to be µ(2) ≈ 1.80 and indiates
a strong superdiusive behavior of the vortex subsystem.
This behavior an be linked to the pairing of vorties
whih indues a strong quasi-ballisti dynamis of both
vorties of the pair. Indeed let us ompare the exponent
γ ≈ 2.68 haraterizing the distribution of time fro whih
vorties are trapped into a pair measured in Fig. 4, and
the value orresponding to the seond moment behavior
from Fig. 16. We see a good agreement with the expeted
law γ ≈ µ(2)− 1 (see Table I) [23, 67℄. From this obser-
vation we an onlude that the superdiusive behavior
of a vortex from the system of 16 vorties is related to
the pairing phenomenon. We now shall investigates the
16 vorties traers in 4 vortex ow
µ 1.80 1.82
γ 2.68 2.82
Table I: Trapping times and seond moment behavior, for 16
vorties the trapping time is identied with pairing times,
while for the traers the trapping times orresponds to the
time spent within a jet (i.e stiky zone). We an notie the
very good agreement with the estimate given by γ = 1 + µ.
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properties of traers and rst start with the haoti ow
generated by four vorties.
C. Passive traers in 4-vortex system
The results desribing the transport properties of pas-
sive traers are illustrated in Fig. 15. We also observe
strong anomalous behavior for the traers with an expo-
nent for the seond moment µ(2) ≈ 1.82. This behavior
was previously observed in [23℄ for integrable ows driven
by three vorties. In this latter ase, the origin of the
anomalous behavior was diretly linked to the presene
of islands of regular motion within the stohasti sea and
the phenomenon of stikiness observed around them. In
the present ase the driving ow is haoti but neverthe-
less the existene of ores surrounding the vorties and
the far eld region allows a diret analogy and we may
say that the traer meet similar strutures. The only dif-
ferene is that some of the struture elements (the ores)
are mobile. Moreover the previous study [23, 25℄ shows
that traers eetively stik to the vortex ores, and the
FTLE eld presented in [58℄ shows that in the far eld
region the motion of traers is quasi ballisti, whih is a
good indiation of a stiking behavior.
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Figure 15: Plot of dierent transport properties of traers in
4-vortex system. Plot a, the dierent moment versus time
are plotted for q = 1/2, 1, · · · , 8. Plot b, long time exponent
behavior for the dierent moments (see (25)), with µ(2) ≈
1.83 orresponding to a superdiusive regime. Plot , seond
moment versus time, the full line orresponds to the whole
data, the dashed line is omputed with all trajetories but
the parts stiking to vorties, and the dot-dashed line to all
trajetories but the part stiking to the outer region. Plot d,
dierent exponents for partial data, * outer region ut (µf =
1.7), + vortex-stiking ut (µs = 1.85); in both ases the
transport is anomalous and superdiusive.
This onlusion an be strengthened by onsidering
previously desribed jets. We have seen that the jets
are loated in the stiky regions, and are either moving
around ores and jumping from ore to ore or rotating
in the far eld region. Sine we now have mobile stiky
regions traed by the long lived jets whih we are able
to monitor, we an estimate that the stiking time (or
trapping time in the stiky zone) is more or less similar
to the time it takes for a ghost to esape a long lived
jet, hene the power law behavior observed in Fig. 7
haraterize the exponent γ for trapping time. We then
atually observe an exeptional agreement with the ex-
peted γ ≈ µ(2) − 1 relation (see Table I). Hene sine
the notion of jet as dened in Setion IV is relatively
general when ompared to the notion of ore or far eld
region, we shall say that the anomalous diusion nds
its origin in the existene of long lived oherent jets
of passive traers for the haoti ow generated by four
vorties. Sine we know that two dierent types of jets
exists (see Fig. 8) and are able to dierentiate them
easily, in a similar manner as for the three-vortex ase
[23, 24℄ we are able to quantify the inuene of eah type
of jet on the transport properties of the system by dis-
arding traers evolving within a given type of jets. The
results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 15, plots 
and d. We an onlude that both type of jets are giving
rise to anomalous transport with very lose harateristi
exponents and that they both ontribute to the observed
strong anomalous diusion.
D. Passive traers in 16-vortex system
In both previous ases we observed a signature of
anomalous super diusion with µ(2) ≈ 1.8. Let us now
investigate the transport properties of passive traers in
a ow generated by 16 idential point vorties, desribed
partially in Setion III. there are long lived jets within
the region of strong haos (see Fig. 13) for the ow and
the deteted jet lives in a viinity of a vortex and is prob-
ably stiking to its ore. A snapshot of the system at an
early stage is given in Fig. 16 whih eetively identies
the ores surrounding the vorties. The results desribing
the transport properties of passive traers are in Fig. 17
and show strong anomalous behavior with the exponent
µ(2) = 1.77.
Eventhough we only onsider one arbitrary initial on-
dition of the vortex system, it is reasonable to assume
that the transport properties obtained for suh a system
are fairly general in the sense that they persist with an
inrease of the number of vorties if the probability of
pairing persists. That means a possibility to neglet the
ourrene of more ompliated long lived lustering suh
as the triplet observed in Fig. 2, quadruples, et...
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper we have investigated the dynamial and
statistial properties of the vortex and passive partile
advetion in haoti ows generated by four and sixteen
point vorties. The goal of the work was to provide qual-
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Figure 16: Loal snapshot of the system of 16 vorties with
9.104 traers. The vorties are loated with the + sign. We
an see the ores surrounding the vorties. The snapshot is
taken early in the simulation to prevent too muh dispersion
of the traers and visualize the ore. As a onsequene we an
expet that the atual size of the ores to be a little smaller
than the radius of r ≈ 0.1 one an measure on the snapshot.
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Figure 17: Exponents µ(q) for the traer moments for the
ow driven by 16 point vorties, with µ(2) ≈ 1.77.The slope
for small q is 1.75 and for large q is 1.95.
itative insights on general transport properties of two-
dimensional ows, espeially geophysial ones, imposed
by the topology of the phase spae. The system of 16 vor-
ties an be onsidered as a fairly large system while the
4-vortex one is the minimal one with haoti dynamis
of the vorties. The time-averaged spatial distribution of
the vorties is haraterized by a non-uniform density of
vortiity, whih implies strong vortex-vortex orrelation.
These orrelations manifest themselves by a phenomenon
of stikiness, namely the formation of long lived pairs of
vorties, triplets, et... Sine both these strutures are
integrable, we an speulate that the stikiness ours by
forming quasi-integrable subsets. The lusters of vorties
an form a hierarhial or nested set of integrable subset
and hene put some onstraints on the frame of possible
larger strutures involving more vorties. The statistis
of pairing time exhibits a power law tail onrming in
that way the stiky nature of the phenomenon, whih
in return allows us to make an analogy with an ideal dy-
namial system and give a good analytial estimate of the
harateristi exponent of the pairing times distribution.
The haoti nature of the governing ows did not allow
the use of diagnostis suh as Poinarè maps or distribu-
tion of reurrenes ommonly used for systems with 11/2
degrees of freedom, hene a new tehnique inspired by Fi-
nite Time Lyapunov Exponents diagnostis has been put
into plae. Passive traer motion is analyzed by measur-
ing the mutual relative evolution of two nearby traers.
A possibility of traers to travel in eah other viinity for
relatively large times, onrmed the presene of a hidden
order for the traers whih we all jets. The jets an be
understood as moving lusters of partiles within a spe-
i domain where the motion is almost regular from a
oarse grained perspetive. The haoti nature of the mo-
tion is onned within the harateristi sale of a given
jet, where nearby traers are trapped. The distribution
of trapping times in the jets shows a power-law tail whose
harateristi exponent is quantitatively very similar to
the one related to pairing times. The alulated Lya-
punov exponent for traers within the jets exponents are
similar to what is alled Finite Sized Lyapunov Expo-
nent [74℄, but in our alulations no average is taken and
thus a distribution is obtained. These distributions of
the Lyapunov exponents exhibit a nite loal minimum,
whih results from the ompetition of the trapping in jets
and the strongly haoti motion outside the jets. The ex-
istene of this minimum allows a dynamial test whih
identies if a traer is trapped within a jet and thus to
loalize the jet in phase spae. Jets are found to exist
on the boundary of the ores surrounding the vorties
as well as on the outer rim, the region to whih vorties
have no aess to. This behavior is analogous to the
stiking one observed in the three vortex ase, and thus
an be inorporated to the general notion of the phe-
nomenon of stikiness. The dierentiation between the
two possible types of jets is ompletely determined by the
ratio of the orresponding pair of Lyapunov exponents.
We thus obtain de fato a diagnosti to loate oherent
strutures. The method is then suessfully applied to
the system of sixteen vorties, leading to a possible gen-
eral dynamial mehanism of deteting oherent stru-
tures. Further analysis of the struture of the jets itself
reveals a ompliate nested struture of jets within jets,
whih indiates that jets exists at dierent sales. The
distribution of trapping times within jets is omputed
and shows a power-law tail whose harateristi expo-
nent is similar to one observed for vortex pairing time.
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Sine the trapping in jets is also a stikiness phenomenon
we may assume that the analytial estimate given for the
vortex pairing time is also valid for the trapping time
within jets. The transport properties of the 16 vorties
as well as those of the traers in both systems of 4 and
16 vorties are found to be anomalous with harater-
isti exponent µ ∼ 1.75 − 1.8. All these results are in
good agreement with the trapping times harateristi
exponents and the kineti theory presented in [23, 24℄.
Moreover the transport properties are all of the multi-
fratal type or strongly anomalous in the sense dened
in [69, 70℄. This property of the transport is a onse-
quene of the existene of dierent stiky zones and the
related strutures in phase spae.
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